
Artwork Concept
Marginalia Wrapped brings together enlarged gestural marks and abstracted details to wrap 
the Toowong Overpass.

Starting with a collection of shapes from the built environment I have applied these to 
patterned fabric that is captured in a moment of flowing movement, further abstracting 
these shapes and creating an illusion of shifting perspectives.

As patterned shapes wrap the mural surface – covering and enfolding the structure – they 
are overlaid with enlarged gestural marks celebrating the individual and creating a human 
connection in urban space. These enlarged gestural scribbles transform the incidental into 
the monumental in this work.

The design references an idea of simultaneous concealing and revealing as the gestural marks 
are painted as a translucent overlay on the surface of the work. This encourages a kind of deep 

Artist Bio 
My practice includes researching particular histories of place in order to create large-scale 
murals in the built environment. I have a passion and demonstrated experience in creating 
large-scale public wall paintings. My public artworks respond to local environments by either 
focusing on specific details or a personal response to place. I am particularly interested in ways 
that artists can make use of painted graphic forms to highlight a sense of place and identity – 
how mural painting can build a visual experience of being in the world.

I have worked with artists and project teams to deliver significant public work for a range of 
high profile clients including Inner West Council Sydney, The City of Sou th Perth, Bundaberg 
Regional Galleries, Queensland Rail, Cairns Regional Council, Brisbane City Council and The 
Brisbane Hilton. In both my professional practice and as Fine Art Lecturer at Queensland 
College of Art, Griffith University, I have facilitated successful student public art outcomes for 
the Queensland Children’s Hospital, Economic Development Queensland, Brisbane Airport 
Corporation, The Gold-Coast 2018 Commonwealth Games and Queensland Rail.
These projects compliment my studio investigations and provide opportunities for mentoring 
emerging practitioners in the area of
expanded painting.
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